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Abstract: With an inventory of several hundreds secondary metabolites identified, Cannabis sativa L. (hemp) is one of the
phytochemically best characterized plant species. The biomedical relevance of hemp undoubtedly underlies the wealth of data on its
constituents and their biological activities, and cannabinoids, a class of unique meroterpenoids derived from the alkylation of an olivetollike alkyl resorcinol with a monoterpene unit, are the most typical constituents of Cannabis. In addition to the well-known psychotropic
properties of 9-THC, cannabinoids have been reported to show potential in various fields of medicine, with the capacity to address unmet needs like the relief of chemotherapy-derived nausea and anorexia, and symptomatic mitigation of multiple sclerosis. Many of the
potential therapeutic uses of cannabinoids are related to the interaction with (at least) two cannabinoid G-protein coupled receptors (CB1
and CB2). However, a number of activities, like the antibacterial or the antitumor properties are non totally dependent or fully independent from the interaction with these proteins. These pharmacological activities are particularly interesting since, in principle, they could be
easily dissociated by the unwanted psychotropic effects.
This review aims at giving readers a survey of the more recent advances in both phytochemistry of C. sativa, the medicinal chemistry of
cannabinoids, and their distribution in plants, highlighting the impact that research in these hot fields could have for modern medicinal
chemistry and pharmacology.

Keywords: Cannabinoids, Cannabis sativa L., Endocannabinoids, Psychotropic effects, Structure-Activity Relationships, Pain treatment,
9-Tetrahydrocannabinol.
1. INTRODUCTION
A combination of history, chemistry, pharmacology, toxicology, and deep social impact makes Cannabis sativa L. (hemp) a
unique plant. C. sativa is relatively unique in taxonomic terms,
since the genus Cannabis has only one species, and belongs to a
family (Cannabaceae) including only two genera (Cannabis and
Humulus). Various subspecies of C. sativa have been identified [1]
but they reflect, however, mainly geographical and/or chemotypic
variants of a single taxonomic entity rather than distinct species.
From the medicinal point of view, two Cannabis phenotypes can be
identified: 1) a fiber type Cannabis, rich of cannabidiol (CBD) and
almost devoid of 9-tetrahydrocannabinol (9-THC) (generally <
0.2% dry weight)], also called hemp and used for textile or seed oil
purposes, and 2) the drug type Cannabis, the well-known 9-THCrich psychotropic cannabis, whose flowering tops are known as
marijuana and are used to obtain hashish. The recreational use of
the 9-THC-rich chemotype of C. sativa dates back to about 5000
years ago and constitutes now the most widely utilized illicit narcotic plant in the world. The psychotropic variety of Cannabis was,
however, totally unknown to the ancient Mediterranean civilizations and became known in Europe only at the times of the Crusades in the XII-XIII centuries. The wealth of pharmacological
activities discovered for C. sativa secondary metabolites make this
plant one of the most thoroughly investigated from both the phytochemical and the pharmacological points of views, and, at the same
time, one of the hottest topics in current medicinal chemistry research.
The chemistry of C. sativa is extremely complex and includes
constituents belonging to the classes of polyketides, terpenoids (a
mixture of about 120 mono- and sesquiterpenoids is responsible for
the characteristic odour of the plant), modified sugars, alkaloids,
flavonoids, stilbenoids, and quinones. The sheer observation that
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more than 500 compounds have been characterized from C. sativa
can give an idea of the phytochemical diversity of this plant. The
concentration of these compounds depends on several factors including variety, age, growth conditions, harvesting time and storage
conditions [2]. Cannabinoids include about 100 (to date) meroterpenoids (prenylated polyketides) accumulated in tiny epidermal
resinous glands and characterized by very specific and potent
pharmacological activities, as exemplified by the well-known psychotropic properties of 9-THC. The 9-THC content in cannabis
extracts is extremely variable, reaching 15% in some varieties currently available in the illegal market. Recreational cannabis is most
often smoked, but this is a relatively inefficient delivery system,
since up to 70% of the original 9-THC contents is thermally degraded, with bioavialiablity in the range of 10–27% [3].
In addition to the psychotropic activity of 9-THC, cannabinoids have been reported to show potential in several fields of
medicine, with the capacity to address unmet needs like the relief of
nausea [4] and anorexia [5] associated to radio- and chemotherapy,
and symptomatic mitigation of multiple sclerosis [6]. 9-THC itself
has been used to treat glaucoma [7], spasticity from spinal injury
[8] or multiple sclerosis, pain and inflammation (see below), and
insomnia. Many of the potential therapeutic uses of cannabinoids
seem to be related to interaction with the specific cannabinoid receptor system; however, a number of activities, like the antibacterial or the antitumor properties are independent, or non totally dependent, from the interaction with these end-points.
Although there is no shortage of reviews on the biochemical
and clinical applications of compounds targeting the cannabinoid
receptors (cannabinoids and endocannabinoids) [9-11], less attention has been given to the phytochemistry of C. sativa and the medicinal chemistry of cannabinoids, two hot fields that require regular update because of the sheer number of contributions from the
primary literature. This review aims at filling this gap, giving readers a survey of the more recent advances in the phytochemistry of
C. sativa, and highlighting the impact of these discoveries for medicinal chemistry. Cannabinoid-like compounds, as well as cannabigerol (CBG), have been found also in plant unrelated to C.
sativa and these compounds will be enclosed in this review. Conversely, structurally-unrelated cannabinoid biological analogues of
endogenous (endocannabinoids)-, plant (alkamides, polyines)-, and
© 2011 Bentham Science Publishers Ltd.
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Fig. (1). Biogenesis of cannabigerolic acid (2) and cannabigerol (3).

synthetic origin will not be covered, having all been reviewed recently (see infra).
1.1. An ancient Plant
C. sativa L. is, arguably, the oldest plant domesticated by man,
but its millenary history, crossing most of the human civilization,
has always been accompanied by controversy and harsh contrasts.
The geographical origin of Cannabis is probably Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Western China, and the Russian Far East), where also hop
(Humus lupulus L.), its only botanical relative, originated [12]. The
first known record of its use as a medicine was published in China
5000 years ago during the reign of the Emperor Chen Nung. Another important written description of Cannabis use dates back to
2350 B.C. on a stone of the Egyptian Old Kingdom in Memphis, at
the end of the Fifth Dynasty [13]. A number of Egyptian papyri
reporting Cannabis prescriptions (mainly as anti-inflammatory and
antimicrobial agent) have been found and dated several centuries
B.C. In Islamic countries the resin of Cannabis plants was better
known as hashish, or shadanaj (literally, the royal grain) and widely
used for its medical attributes, mainly in the treatment of pain. The
name marijuana refers to the flowers and subtending leaves and
stalks of mature pistillate of female plants.
As for the Western countries, the first detailed descriptions of
the psychotropic variety of hemp dates to the Renaissance. Prosper
Alpinus, a Venetian botanist, associated these properties to an
Egyptian origin, a view long maintained in the botanical literature.
The first impact in Europe occurred after the Napoleon invasion of
Egypt. Important members of the French artistic community
(Baudelaire, Honore´ de Balzac, Alexandre Dumas, and Gustave
Flaubert) under the name “Club des Hashichins” (Hashish Club)
met monthly in an old mansion in Paris [14].
Both the fiber and the psychoactive strains became used and investigated but, while opiate alkaloids were isolated early in the 19th
century, the identification, isolation, and synthesis of 9-THC was
not achieved until 1964 [15]. Investigations on the mechanisms of
the psychotropic action of 9-THC yielded to the discovery of the
cannabinoid protein receptor family in 1988 and their cloning in
early 1990s [16], and the discovery of its endogenous ligand anandamide (the parent compound of the family of endocannabinoids) in
1992 [17]. The last two decades of the twentieth century and the
first decade of the present century can be indicated as the “cannabis
Renaissance” due to the exceptional blooming of research on Cannabis and its metabolites. Although the clinical translation of this
research activity is still limited, the recent approval (in Canada, UK
and Spain) of Sativex,TM a mixture of natural cannabinoids, constitutes a strong hope for the future.
1.2. Cannabis Prohibition
Cultivation and use of psychotropic Cannabis, even for medicinal purposes, is illegal in many countries due to the potentially

harmful acute and short-lasting effects of this drug. The possible
induction of acute psychological side effects (psychosis, depression,
and so on) as well as dependency concerns, constitute the strongest
arguments of people unfavourable to the therapeutic applications of
Cannabis products. On the other hand, people seeing with favour a
legalization of Cannabis use, at least for some medical purposes,
deplore the obstacles to the advancement of knowledge caused by
the prohibition of its use. In this regard, some scientific journals
have strongly supported reconsideration and reclassification of
medical Cannabis: in 2005, the editor of Journal of the American
Medical Association [18] pleaded for a reclassification of Cannabis
in the USA, so that its medical use would be allowed under federal
law.
As described in the following paragraphs, the knowledge on the
Cannabis activity and on its potential has dramatically grown in
recent years. The mechanisms of many of the biological activities
of Cannabis constituents have been elucidated at a receptor level,
selective agonists and antagonists at these receptors have been identified and some of them are now undergoing clinical trials. There is
the reasonable hope that, in the near future, molecules for which the
beneficial effects have been dissociated by the unwanted psychotropic effects will enter the market.
2. BIOGENESIS AND CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION OF
CANNABINOIDS
Cannabinoids, a class of mono- to tetracyclic C21 (or C22) meroterpenoids, are the most important secondary metabolites of C.
sativa. The plant elaborates these molecules through the assemblage
and subsequent modification of two building blocks coming from
different biogenetic pathways, namely a C12 polyketide unit and a
monoterpene unit (geranyl pyrophosphate, GPP), originating from
the deoxyxylulose phosphate/methylerythritol phosphate pathway.
The first product of the attachment of these two units is cannabigerolic acid, which has been identified as the direct precursor (through
subsequent cyclizations and rearrangements) of the most important
phytocannabinoid subclasses. A number of reviews have described
the secondary metabolism of C. sativa in detail [19-21]; in this
paragraph we will focus on cannabinoids, highlighting the five most
important structural classes and briefly reporting and commenting
on their biogenetic relationships.
2.1. Cannabigerol-type
As shown in Fig. (1), the polyketide moiety of cannabinoids
originates from n-hexanoylCoA through the tri-fold addition of
malonyl-derived acetate units, unit, followed by cyclization and
aromatization to give olivetolic acid (1). Condensation between
olivetolic acid and GPP is catalyzed by a specific prenyltransferase
identified in the expanding leaves of C. sativa [22]. The product of
this reaction is cannabigerolic acid (2, CBGA), whose decarboxy-
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Fig. (2). Biogenesis of cannabichromene- and cannabicylol-type compounds.
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Fig. (3). Biogenesis of cannabidiol (9) and cannabinodiol (10).

lated analogue is named cannabigerol (3, CBG). It is generally accepted that the decarboxylation step for CBGA and all the other
cannabinoids is non-enzymatic and occurs spontaneously during
either storage or extraction/purification of the compounds.
A series of minor analogues of cannabigerol showing a shorter
alkyl chain attached to the phenyl ring have been found, e.g.
cannabigerovarin [23] showing a linear C3H7 chain. These
compounds (cannabivarins) could derive from either enzymatic
shortening of the CBG pentyl chain or, more likely, from a shorter
starter unit (butanoylCoA) for the ketide homologation. Similar
shortened-side chain compounds (also with C4 or C1 side chains)
have been found in all the other classes of cannabinoids but, for
simplicity, they will not be reported in this section of the review.
A CBGA analogue showing a Z- double bond in the prenyl unit
has been isolated and named cannabinerolic acid [24]. Carmagerol,
rac-6',7'-dihydro,6',7'-dihydroxycannabigerol, has been obtained
from the Carma variety of C. sativa and also identified as a possible
mammalian metabolite of cannabigerol [25]. Finally, a number of
hydroxylated and oxidized quinone derivatives of cannabigerol
have been recently reported from a high-potency 9-THC-rich
variety of C. sativa [26].
2.2. Cannabichromene- and Cannabicyclol-type
The oxidative intramolecular cyclization of CBGA (2) affords
cannabichromenic acid (CBCA, 4) and, by decarboxylation, can-

nabichromene (CBC, 5). CBC is well represented in psychotropic
and fiber–type varieties of C. sativa and has been isolated as a racemate [27]. A [2 + 2] intramolecular cycloaddition of CBCA triggers the simultaneous formation of two additional rings (four- and
five-membered, respectively) affording the tetracyclic system of
cannabicyclolic acid (CBLA, 6), next turned by decarboxylation
into cannabicyclol (CBL, 7) [28]. It is not clear if the formation of
cannabicyclol is the result of natural irradiation on the plant or it is
an artifact formed in the crude extract. The photocycloaddition
takes place with exquisite diastereoselectivity, and the adduct results from the approach of the terminal double bond from the face
anti to that of the angular pyrane oxygen. Also cannabicyclol was
isolated as a racemate.
2.3. Cannabidiol- cannabielsoin- and cannabimovone-type
Cannabidiolic acid (CBDA, 8) and cannabidiol (CBD, 9) are
the main constituents of the non-psychotropic (fiber-type) varieties
of C. sativa (Fig. 3).
These compounds are the result of an oxidative cyclization of
CBGA 2, resulting in the formation of a link between C-1 and C-6
of the prenyl unit. The enzyme catalyzing this stereospecific reaction (cannabidiolic acid synthase) has been isolated and characterized [29]. The aromatized analogue of CBD is named cannabinodiol (10) [30], and it is likely an artefact, since its concentration
increases with the age of the stored plant.
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Fig. (4). Cannabielsoin- and cannabimovone-type compounds.

Both compounds of the cannabielsoin-cannabifuran type and of
the cannabinmovone type likely derive from CBD (Fig. 4). Although not proven at the biochemical level, and uncharacterized in
terms of enzyme(s) involved, these relationships are supported by
model reactions that involve intermediates where the trisubstituted
double bond of CBD has been epoxidized or dihydroxylated.
Attachment of one of the two phenolic oxygen atoms at the endocyclic double bond of the monoterpene unit generates the dihydrofuran ring of the cannabielsoin (CBE)-type compounds 11 and
12. These molecules have been both isolated from C. sativa [31] but
they have also been detected during studies of the mammalian metabolism of CBD [32]. It seems to be present a curious overlapping
of cannabinoid oxygenating enzymes between C. sativa and mammals, as already suggested by the isolation of carmagerol, another
mammalian metabolite of cannabinoids. The aromatized analogue
of cannabielsoin, dehydrocannabifuran (13) and cannabifuran
(CBF, 14) [33], whose presence has been demonstrated also in the
smoke condensate of hashish, show a dibenzofurane structure. Cannabielsoin is the only eponimic cannabinoid, and its name is a tribute to the technician Elsa Boyanova, who isolated it and shortly
thereafter passed away.
Cannabimovone (CBM, 15) was isolated from a nonpsychotropic variety of C. sativa (Carma) [34]. CBM shows an
unprecedented abeo-menthane terpenoid structure, seemingly derived from CBD by stereoselective dihydroxylation of the endocyclic double bond, followed by oxidative cleavage of the glycol system and then aldolyzation of the resulting dicarbonyl intermediate.
Attempts to reproduce this biogenetic scheme afforded only the
cronotized analogue of CBM. Interestingly, this synthetic compound showed a biological profile similar, although less potent, to
that of 9-THC, while CBM acted as an analogue of CBD [34].
2.4. Tetrahydrocannabinol-type
Tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCA, 16) and 9tetrahydrocannabinol (9-THC, 17) are the main constituents of the
psychotropic varieties of C. sativa. Although a rearrangement of
CBD precursors could seem a reasonable biogenesis for these
molecules, the isolation and characterization of the specific FADdependent enzyme THCA synthase unambiguously demonstrated
that these compounds actually derive from cyclization of CBGA (2)

through a cationic intermediate with positive charge at C-3 [35].
Attachment of the phenolic oxygen at C-7 of the monoterpene unit
and the linkage C-6/C-2 give rise to the tricyclic system of THCA
and of its decarboxylated analogue 9-THC (for which the widely
employed dibenzopyrane numbering system is indicated in Fig. 5).
These enzymatic subtleties are remarkable on account of the easy
cyclization of CBD to 9-THC and its 8-isomer in acidic medium
[34].
A number of analogues sharing this structural framework have
been found. 8-THCA (18) and the decarboxylated 19 show isomerization of the double bond, while the completely aromatized
analogues are called cannabinolic acid (CBNA, 20) and cannabinol
(CBN, 21). These molecules are thought to be artifacts since their
concentration in extracts increases during storage, while simultaneously, the concentration of 9-THC decreases. The 9-THC/CBN
ratio is used as indication of the age of stored marijuana samples.
Hydroxylated CBNA and CBN derivatives have been recently reported [16]. Cannabiripsol (22) is the dihydroxylated analogue of
9-THC [36], and it differs from the trans- (23) and cis-cannabitriol
(24) [37] for a double bond at the junction with the oxygenated
ring. Finally dihydroxy-9-THC (25) [38] and cannabitetrol (26)
[39] differ for the position and /or for the number of hydroxyl
groups. Cannabicitran (CBT, 27) is a cyclized and demethylated
analogue of 9-THC [40]. Surprisingly, the configurational aspects
of some of these oxygenated analogues of 9-THC, like 25-27, are
still undefined and it is not clear if they were obtained in diastereomerically pure form or as mixtures.
Isotetrahydrocannabinol (28) [41] is a minor cannabinoid deriving from a different cyclization mode of the cationic intermediate
produced from CBGA (Fig. 6). The main difference between the
two pathways is that, in this case, the phenolic oxygen atom
quenches directly the carbocation.
2.5. Cannabicoumaronone- and cannabichromanone-type
The carbon skeleton of cannabicoumaronone (29) is, in principle, related to that of 9-THC via the oxidative cleavage of its
trisubstituted double bond (interestingly, a similar cleavage, on
CBD, has been hypothesized for the formation of cannabimovone,
CBM) followed by hemiacetalization/dehydration yielding to the
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Fig. (5). Tetrahydrocannabinol-type compounds.
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Fig. (6). Biogenetic formation of isotetrahydrocannabinol (28).

furan ring. A cell suspension culture of C. sativa has been demonstrated to be able to convert 9-THC in cannabicoumaronone [42].

the occurrence of compounds structurally related to cannabinoids
somewhat expected [44].

Oxidative cleavage of the aldehyde is the likely biogenetic origin of cannabichromanone (30), for which a series of derivatives,
including the cyclized derivative 31, have been recently reported
[43].

So far, only two cannabinoids (CBG and its corresponding acid)
have been obtained from a non-Cannabis source. These compounds
are accumulated by a South African Helichrysum (H. umbraculigerum) [45] and plants from this asteraceous genus (used in traditional medicine for a host of inflammatory and anti-infective conditions) as well as liverworths have also provided compounds related
to cannabinoids [45].

2.6. Cannabinoid-like Compounds in Other Plants
The building blocks of cannabinoids, GPP and alkyl resorcinol
derivatives, are very common in Nature. For example, olivetol is a
common lichen constituent, while limonene, the terpenoid moiety
of CBD, is widespread in plants. The question whether cannabinoids are unique to the genus Cannabis is therefore interesting, and

Helychrysum cannabinoids are prenylated dibenzyls bearing a
close relationship with cannabinoids, from which they differ for the
replacement of the n-pentyl (or n-propyl) C-3 side chain with a phenylethyl group (e.g. H-CBG, 32). The two classes of compounds
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are biogenetically related, differing only for the type of ketide
starter, which is aliphatic in cannabinoids from hemp, and aromatic
in those from Helichrysum. Surprisingly, the bioactivity of Helychrysum cannabinoids has not yet been investigated, presumably
due to their limited availability by isolation or by synthesis. On the
basis of the structure-activity relationship of cannabinoids (see
below), only modest affinity towards metabotropic cannabinoids
receptors (CB1 and CB2) is expected for Helychrysum cannabinoids.
Some Helichrysum cannabinoids have been synthesized (but never
investigated biologically) in a seminal work reported by Crombie in
the eighties [46].
These prenylated bibenzyl compounds have been found also in
tropical liverworts from the genus Radula, where they occur with
their ortho-derivatives (abnormal cannabinoids) [47]. For example,
compound 33 strictly resembles 9-THC but no data on its binding
to CB receptors are available so far.
Briefly, the research on non-Cannabis cannabinoid-like molecules is still in its infancy, but it constitutes a very promising field.

biosynthetic pathways, the central step of many of these synthetic
routes is the junction of the aromatic portion with the terpene unit.
The Razdan’s synthesis of 9-THC [48] is reported in Fig. (9). This
one-step synthesis utilizes the condensation of p-menthadienol (34)
with olivetol (35) in the presence of boron trifluoride etherate in
DCM. The alternative condensation affording the less stable abnormal CBD has a little impact on the final yields. As obvious from
this synthesis, natural CBD from fiber hemp can be employed directly as starting material for the final cyclization, although mixtures of 9 and 8-isomers are generally obtained. Since both isomers have similar psychotropic properties, and since CBD antagonizes the psycothropic properties of 9-THC, it was common practice, before the advent of high-potency street marijuana, to treat the
material with lemon juice to cyclise CBD to a mixture of 9-THC
and its 8-isomer.
3. CANNABINOID RECEPTORS, ENDOCANNABINOIDS
AND SYNTHETIC CANNABINOIDS
3.1. The Cannabinoid Receptors

2.7. Total Synthesis of Cannabinoids
The relatively simple structure of cannabinoids stimulated a
great number of different total synthetic approaches, whose detailed
account is out of the scope of the present review. Similarly to the

Both the structure determination of 9-THC and the discovery
of a specific receptor for opioids, two scientific events of the 1960s1970s, gave a strong impulse to the research on the cannabinoid
receptors. The idea that, similarly to opioids, also the psychoactive
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constituents from Cannabis could act by interaction with a specific
receptor located in the CNS, had been long dismissed, also basing
on the false assumption that 9-THC and its enantiomer had similar
mind-altering activity. Some technical difficulties (e.g. working
with highly hydrophobic compounds as cannabinoids) and the
lower social and health impact of cannabinoids compared to opioidderived compounds, also contributed to slow down the research of a
cannabinoid receptor. However, one of the most decisive impulse
was given by the discovery, in the Pfizer labs, of CP 55,940 (36), a
synthetic molecule about 20 times more potent than 9-THC [49].
The labelled version of CP 55,940 was used to develop a binding
assay for cannabinoid receptors [50], allowing the analysis of their
distribution by quantitative autoradiography [51]. High levels of
cannabinoid receptors were found in cortex, hippocampus,
amygdala, basal ganglia, and in the cerebellum.

Noteworthy, CB2 receptors are highly expressed in some cells
of the immune system [62] and they are believed to play a role in
the immune cell function, thus providing a rationale to the immunomodulatory properties of 9-THC [62]. In addition, CB2 receptor
is suspected to mediate neuroinflammation, atherosclerosis, and
bone remodelling [63]. The localization of both CB1 and CB2 on
adipocytes, where their activation appears to stimulate lipogenesis,
is particularly interesting and may have a clinical utility [64].
Apart from the metabotropic cannabinoid receptors CB1, CB2
and (possibly) GPR55, cannabinoids also bind to PPAR-gamma and
to some thermo-TRPs, a series of ion-channels characterized by an
intracellular ligand-binding domain and involved in pain and inflammation [65], (see 4.1). The regulation of ionotropic- and metabotropic proteins targeted by cannabinoids is, undoubtedly, one of
the hottest field in cannabinoid research.

OH

Interaction with CB receptors has been unambiguously associated to a number of pharmacological effects, but the most important
are: 1) psychotropic effects (euphoria). 2) antiemetic effect, 3) analgesic effect, 4) immunomodulation 5) motor effects (hypokinesia,
ataxia, antispasticity).

OH

HO

1091

Interaction of 9-THC with CB1 receptors on presynaptic nerve
terminals in the brain is responsible of the euphoric feelings associated with Cannabis use. Some data suggest that this effect could be
beneficial in the treatment of depression, but further studies are
needed to clarify the role of the cannabinoid system in the neurobiology of this pathology. Other effects of 9-THC in the CNS are
ascribable to the presence of cannabinoid receptors in other areas:
impairment of cognition and memory (hippocampus)[66]; involuntary movements and partial loss of motor control (basal ganglia and
cerebellum) [67]. Since CB1 receptors are not present in the brain
region responsible for respiratory and cardiovascular functions,
cannabinoid consumption cannot be associated to an increased risk
of respiratory or cardiovascular failures, as happens for opiates.

36

Fig. (10). The chemical structure of CP 55,940 (36).

Two cannabinoid (CB) receptors have been identified and
cloned to date: CB1 and CB2. They have a 40% of homology (CB2
being the smallest one) and both share the heptahelical structure of
G-protein coupled receptors [52]. The effect of interaction with
cannabinoid receptors is mediated by a cascade of signal transduction pathways including interaction with potassium and calcium
channels (for CB1) and several kinases (e.g. MAP kinase). Table 1
summarizes some selected properties of these receptors. The existence of other cannabinoid receptors different from CB1 and CB2
has long been pursued, since a number of cannabinoid-like effects
persist in CB1/CB2 knockout mice [53]. A proposed third cannabinoid receptor is the recently identified GPR55 [54], but its role in
the pharmacological actions of 9-THC and in the physiological
effects of endogenous cannabinoids are still controversial. GPR55
is activated by lysophosphatidylinositol and is expressed in human
and mouse osteoclasts and osteoblasts [55]; it suppresses osteoclast
formation but stimulates osteoclast function, exerting a pivotal role
in bone physiology and turnover [56].

The location of CB1 receptors in cholinergic nerve terminals of
the gastrointestinal tract accounts for the THC-induced inhibition of
digestive-tract motility [68], whereas the presence of CB1 receptors
in the brainstem is responsible of the THC-induced inhibition of
emesis [69]. The antiemetic effect of 9-THC has been well established and proposed for treatment of chemotherapy-induced emesis
[4], in combination with new generation antiemetic drugs, above all
in those patients showing unresponsiveness to the widely used 5HT3 receptor antagonist ondansetron.
Many studies have reported that 9-THC has a stimulatory effect on appetite and food intake, which can be co-adjuvant in cancer
anorexia [5]. In 1992, FDA approved the use of 9-THC to stimulate appetite in AIDS patients suffering from wasting syndrome.
This effect could be mediated both by CB1 receptors present in
CNS or in nerve terminals and adipocytes.

Many of the psychoactive effects of 9-THC appear to be mediated by CB1 receptors [57], while non-psychoactive cannabinoids
(as CBD) have very low affinity both for CB1 and CB2. 9-THC is
the phytocannabinoid showing the highest affinity to CB receptors,
with a Ki around 40 nM for both CB1 and CB2 (CBN Ki = 150-200
nM, CBD Ki = 3000-4000 nM). 8-THC is almost equipotent to 9THC [58]. All the cannabinoid acid analogues are free of cannabimimetic CNS activity [59], while, surprisingly, CBD and 9tetrahydrocannabivarin (9-THCV) have been found to act as inverse agonist for CB1 [60]. Pertwee et al. have reported that 9THCV is able to antagonize 9-THC in mice in vivo [61].

Most likely, the single most important potential therapeutic effect associated to the interaction with CB receptors is the analgesic
effect, due to the role of CB1 receptors in the transmission of nociceptive information in several key tissues. 9-THC has been estimated to be as potent as morphine in blocking nociceptive stimuli
in many animal models [70], and, moreover, it can act synergistically with opioid-receptor agonists. Many studies are now aimed at

Table 1. Some Selected Features of CB1 and CB2 Receptors
CB1

CB2

Type of receptor

G (Gi-Go)-protein coupled

G (Gi-Go)-protein coupled

Localization

Mostly CNS; Adipocytes; Kidney; Lung; Liver

Immune system cells; Spleen; CNS; Osteo-cells; Adipose tissue

Inducibility

Low inducibility

Highly inducible
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Fig. (11). The chemical structures of endocannabinoids 37-39 and the synthetic analogue 40.
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Fig. (12). A schematic view of the structure-activity relationships for interaction with the cannabinoid CB1 receptor.

establishing the beneficial effects of a concomitant administration
of these drugs.
3.2. Endocannabinoids
The presence of cannabinoid receptors implies the existence of
endogenous ligands. Mechoulam and Devane identified the first
ligand molecule in 1992 [17] and called it anandamide (37), from
ananda, the Sanskrit word to describe “delight, bliss”. A number of
endogenous CB1 agonist fatty acid amides were then added to the
list, while the ester derivative 2-arachidonoyl glycerol (2-AG) (38)
[71] proved to be more potent than anandamide. Interestingly, virodhamine, an arachidonoyl ethanolamine where the two units are
joined by an ester linkage in place of the amide linkage, is an antagonist of CB1 receptor [72] and agonist of CB2 receptor. It is
highly produced in peripheral tissues express CB2. Noladin (39) and
other endocannabinoids have an ether-linkage in place of the ester
linkage between the polar head and the apolar tail. Remarkably, all
endocannabinoids described to date are either chemical unstable
(virodhamine) or rapidly degraded by hydrolytic enzymes in vivo.
The endocannabinoids are accompanied by saturated, and
mono- or diunsaturated congeners which are CB1 and CB2 receptorinactive. For example, palmitoylethanolamide has been shown to
exhibit antiinflammatory and analgesic activity even though it does
not activate central and peripheral cannabinoid receptors [73].
However, palmitoylethanolamide could act stimulating the receptor
GPR55 (the postulated new cannabinoid receptor) [74]. In addition,
this CB1 or CB2 inactive molecules appear to potentiate the effect of
anandamide or arachinoyl glycerol (“entourage effect”) [75]. In this

regard, we have recently shown [76] that introduction of a methylene lock on the ethanolamide head, thus generating a cyclopropane
ring, as in 40, is able to trigger strong CB1 affinity in oleolyethanolamide.
3.3. Structure-activity Relationships of Natural and Synthetic
Drugs Targeting the Cannabinoid Receptors (Cannabinoids
and Anticannabinoids)
Pharmacological evaluation of the natural compounds and of a
number of synthetic molecules allowed the formulation of detailed
structure-activity relationships for the interaction with the cannabinoid receptors (see Fig. 12).
A free hydroxyl group on ring A is required for activity on CB1;
presumably due to the formation of hydrogen bonding with the
side-chain and the nitrogen atom of Lys12 in transmembrane helix
3 of the CB receptor [77].
The interaction of 9-THC with CB receptors has strict stereochemical requirements and both the enantiomer and the cisdiastereomer of 9-THC are inactive or much less active. The same
tendency has been observed with synthetic cannabinoids. For example, while the non-classical cannabinoid agonist CP-55,244 (41)
shows affinity for both CB1 and CB2 in the one-digit nanomolar
range, its enantiomer 42 is about 7000 times less active [78]. The
structure of compound 41 also highlights the role exerted by the socalled northern aliphatic hydroxyl group (NAH) and the southern
aliphatic hydroxyl group (SAH), both of them absent in the structure of classical cannabinoids. Their presence is not crucial for receptor affinity but, most likely, they interact positively (and in a
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Fig. (15). The chemical structures of HU-210 (46) and nabilone (47).

stereospecific way) with receptorial structures, thus potentiating the
activity.

supporting care and, recently, it has been approved in the USA also
for the treatment of neuropathic pain [84].

Another critical parameter for CB affinity is the length and the
ramification of the pentyl side chain. A decrease in the length of
this side chain results in a reduction of potency (THCV is about
75% less potent) and in the appearing of dose-dependent antagonist
behaviour [79], while an increase to C7 or C8 results in a systematic
increase in affinity. Single or double methyl branching on this side
chain also were demonstrated to increase the affinity for CB1 receptor [80]. The most effective ramifications were those at C-1’ and C2’ and the R-stereoisomers at these stereogenic centers were proved
to be more active than the S- ones. Likewise, introduction of double
or triple bonds at C-1’ or C-2’ resulted in a greater affinity for both
cannabinoid receptors.

Cannabinoid antagonists could be potentially beneficial in a
number of pathological conditions, with obesity (metabolic syndrome) [85] and addiction states (to food, drugs, alcohol, etc.) [86]
being probably the most significant and currently investigated examples. Some studies suggest that the effect of cannabinoid anatagonists as antiobesity agent should not only be related to the interaction with CNS CB1 receptors but also to a direct interaction
with adipocyte and hepatocyte CB1 receptors [87]. The parent compound of the class of CB1 antagonists/inverse agonist is rimonabant
(48), a diarylpyrazole derivative with no evident resemblances with
the 9-THC structure [88]. Some modifications on the substituents
of the pyrazole ring gave SR144528 (49), the prototype of the CB2
antagonists, whose application in inflammation and allergies is
currently under investigation [89]. Rimonabant was approved for
the treatment of obesity and as an aid in the cessation of cigarette
smoking, but was later withdrawn from the market because of the
severe depression it could induce in sensitive patients.

The increased affinity for CB receptors of 1’,1’-dimethylated
alkyl side chains inspired the synthesis of a variety of modified 9and 8-THC derivatives showing bulky substituents at those positions, some of which are reported in Fig. (14) [81]. Thus, compound
43 showed high affinities for both CB1 and CB2 (ab. 0.4 nM), while
compound 44 showed a marked selectivity for CB2 receptors. The
same behaviour was also shown by the very bulky compound 45
[82].
Modifications at ring C have been mostly concentrated on the
allylic methyl group. Hydroxylation of this group on a derivative
showing a dimethylated side chain yielded HU210 (46), which
showed very potent affinities for both CB1 (0.06 nM) and CB2 (0.52
nM) [83].
A similar positive effect is shown by nabilone (47), where the
methyl group is oxidatively cleaved to give a keto group. Nabilone
has been introduced into the market as antiemetic agent for cancer

It should be noted that fifteen years after the discovery of these
molecules, as a result of intense medicinal chemistry efforts some
significant improvements of their potencies have been achieved but,
more importantly, some interesting aspects of their interaction with
the receptors have been disclosed [90].
For example, the importance of reduced rotation around the
single bond connecting the pyrazole and the monochlorophenyl
rings is highlighted by the very potent affinity for CB1 exhibited by
NESS0327 (50) [91]. Reduction of one of the two double bonds of
the pyrazole ring (as in 51) has been proved to be compatible with
high activity [92]. Moreover, an analogue lacking completely the
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central heterocyclic ring (52) also proved to show excellent affinity
for CB1 receptor [93].
Also in the case of CB2 selective antagonists a number of structural motifs significantly different from the pyrazole system have
been proposed. The most significant examples are the quinoline
derivative 53 and the triaryl-bis-sulfone derivative 54 reported in
Fig. (18).
4. OTHER ACTIVITIES, NOT (ENTIRELY) RELATED TO
INTERACTION WITH CB RECEPTORS
The clinical potential of cannabinoids transcends the effects of
their interaction with CB receptors, especially for non-psychotropic
compounds [94]. Thus, CBD stimulates PPAR-gamma and the
vanilloid receptor type 1 (TRPV1) with a maximum effect similar
in efficacy to that of capsaicin [95,96]. Moreover, 9-THC, CBD
and CBC have been shown to activate TRPA1 with efficacy comparable with that of mustard oil isothiocyanates, the most potent being
CBC (EC50 = 60 nM) [97]. Very recently, cannabigerol (CBG) has
been demonstrated to behave as a potent 2-adrenoceptor agonist
(EC50 = 0.2 nM) and to antagonize the 5-HT1 A receptor agonist, R(+)-8-hydroxy-2-(di-n-propylamino)-tetralin (apparent KB = 51.9
nM) [98]. On the other hand, CBD activates of 5-HT1 A receptors

with consequent antidepressant-like activity established in mice
[99]. Owing to space constraints, we will focus only on the more
promising, in terms of clinical translation, of these activities.
4.1. Anti-inflammatory Activity
The anti-inflammatory activity of marijuana extracts [100] has
been attributed to 9-THC and to non-psychoactive cannabinoids as
CBD and CBN. Mouse cells treated with these compounds produced decreased levels of interferons (IFN- and IFN-), proinflammatory cytokine and chemokine after stimulation with LPS
[101], and these effects may be beneficial in some inflammatory/autoimmune diseases. It has been recently proposed that the
anti-inflammatory activity of CBD is also mediated by interaction
with adenosine signalling [102].
Unlike interaction with CB receptors, anti-inflammatory activity was also shown by carboxy-cannabinoids, as exemplified by
ajulemic acid (55) a non-ulcerogenic anti-inflammatorial agent
capable to suppress 5-lipoxygenase and cyclooxygenase-2 activities
[103]. Ajulemic acid has been proposed for treatment of arthritis
and for the management of pain and inflammation in multiple sclerosis patients [104]. It should be noticed that ajulemic acid is the
dimethylheptyl homolog of the main human metabolite 8-THC.
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Regardless the mechanism of their neuroprotective action, cannabinoids, and particularly CBD, have been proposed for the treatment of multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, for the
improvement in spasticity and pain symptoms. 9-THC has also
been proposed for neuroprotection against Parkinson’s disease
[113], while some CBD analogues have been proposed for neuroprotection in glaucoma to retard the progressive damage of the
optic nerve [114].
4.3. Antitumor Activity

O
55
Fig. (19). The chemical structure of ajulemic acid (55).

9-THC, CBD, and CBG have demonstrated a non–CB mediated inhibition of the proliferation of a hyper-proliferating human
keratinocyte cell line, supporting a potential role for cannabinoids
in the treatment of psoriasis [105].
4.2. Neuroprotective Effect
A consistent neuroprotective effect has been evidenced for 9THC and other cannabinoids, especially for CBD, but it is still unclear whether this effect is mediated by interaction with CB receptors or conversely, if the activity is CBs-independent [106].
An agonist action of CBD on 5-HT1a receptors has been demonstrated, leading to an increased cerebral blood flow and neuroprotective effect [107]. 9-THC-related activation of CB1 receptors
on presynaptic terminals of glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses
can undoubtedly suppresses the presynaptic release of these neurotransmitters, with potential application for neurodegenerative disorders [108]. However, other studies have demonstrated that the neuroprotection observed with CBD and 9-THC was not affected by
cannabinoid-receptor antagonists, and was likely mediated by rather
unspecific antioxidant properties [109]. The phenol (THC) or resorcinol (CBD) moieties of cannabinoids are responsible of their antioxidant activity (free-radical scavenging) with a marked preventive
effect on hydroperoxide induced oxidative damage. In this context,
CBD was found as active as ascorbate or tocopherol [110], a
somewhat surprising finding on account of the minor radicaldelocalizing properties of this compound.
The non-psychotropic dexanabinol (56), enantiomer of HU210
(46), and its analogue 57 have been demonstrated to prevent cognitive impairment associated with secondary brain injury induced in
animal models [111]. Thus, the cerebroprotective effects of 57 were
assessed in rats following head trauma, indicating a significant
decrease in oedema and neurological deficits. These molecules act,
at least partially, as NMDA non-competitive antagonists suggesting
their potential protective value against glutamate excitotoxicity.
However, it should also be taken into account that some NMDA
antagonists, as MK801, have been demonstrated to induce acute
psychosis [112].

Similarly to the neuroprotective effect, the antitumor activity of
9-THC and other cannabinoids has not been exclusively associated
to the interaction with CB receptors. Indeed, most likely, the tumor
death induced by cannabinoids occurs through CB-dependent [115]
and/or independent mechanisms basing on the cancer type tested.
9-THC was shown to retard the growth of lung adenocarcinoma [116] and to induce apoptosis in C6 glioma cells and prostate
cancer cells. The mechanism of these activities is likely CBreceptor independent and seemingly due to activation of mitogenactivated protein (MAP) kinases and interaction with ERKdependent pathways. Conversely, inhibition of breast cancer growth
by 9-THC has been attributed to interaction with CB2 receptors,
overexpressed in these tumor cell lines [117].
A renewed interest has also been addressed toward the anticancer potential of CBD, which seems to act through an apoptotic
mechanism and activation of caspase-3 [118, 119]. Since CBD can
be converted by microsomal enzymes to the hydroxyquinone metabolite HU-331 (58), which has been demonstrated to cause apoptosis via the depletion of thiols in splenocytes, it was recently proposed that 58 might be an active metabolite of CBD, potentially
contributing to its induction of apoptosis [120]. In addition, a concomitant inhibition of the P-glycoprotein (Pgp)-mediated efflux of
doxorubicin has been demonstrated for CBD, a mechanism which
could be potentially used to prevent cancer multidrug resistance
(MDR) [121]. CBD has also been shown to reverse insensitivity of
cancer cells to vinblastine by reducing expression of Pgp [121] and
to inhibit BCRP and MRP1, two additional transporters involved in
chemoresistance [122-124]. A rational design of phytocannabinoid
analogues to better explore the MDR-reversing activity of CBD
could be of great interest for drug development.
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Fig. (21). The chemical structure of the cannabidiol metabolite HU-331
(58).
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Fig. (20). The chemical structures of the non-psychotropic dexanabinol (56) and its analogue 57.
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4.4. Antibacterial Activity

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

C. sativa has long been known to contain powerful antibacterial
agents and its preparations have been investigated extensively in the
1950s as topical antiseptic agents for the oral cavity and the skin
and as antitubercular agents. More recently, data on the antibiotic
activity of CBDA, CBC [125], CBG [126], CBD [127], and 9THC [127] have been obtained, although their comparative evaluation is made difficult by the different bacterial strains used in the
various experiments. This activity was not completely surprising
since many simple phenols show antimicrobial properties, but both
the mechanism of action of cannabinoids and their pharmacophoric
regions were not evaluated in these early studies.

CB receptor

Spurred by the diffusion of strains of clinically relevant bacteria
that show multidrug-resistance (MDR), like the (in)famous methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), and the recently
emerged and extremely drug-resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis
XDR-TB, the potential of the major cannabinoids to address antibiotic resistance was systematically investigated [128]. All five major
cannabinoids (CBD, CBC, CBG, 9-THC and CBN) showed potent
activity against a variety of MRSA strains of current clinical relevance (MIC values in the 0.5-2 g/mL range). Structure-activity
studies on the non-psychotropic CBD and CBG showed that the
antibacterial activity was remarkably tolerant toward the nature of
the prenyl moiety, its relative position compared to the n-pentyl
moiety (abnormal cannabinoids, e.g. 59), and toward carboxylation
of the resorcinyl moiety (cannabinoid acids). Conversely, methylation and acetylation of the phenolic hydroxyls, esterification of the
carboxylic group of cannabinoid acids, and introduction of a second
prenyl moiety (e.g. 60) proved to be detrimental for antibacterial
activity. Apparently, the prenyl moiety of cannabinoids serves
mainly as a modulator of lipid affinity for the olivetol core, which
has per se a only modest antibacterial activity.
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Fig. (22). The chemical structures of 59 and 60.
[3]

5. CONCLUSIONS
Cannabinoids exemplify the impact that natural products can
have on modern medicinal chemistry and pharmacology. Almost
one thousand research articles and a host of well-documented reviews have been written in the last three decades on this type of
compounds and their biomedical relevance. In retrospect, the clinical translation of this activity seems poor, since, apart from Sativex,TM a mixture of natural cannabinoids (originally approved in
Canada, but, more recently, also in Spain and UK, for symptomatic
treatment of multiple sclerosis), 9-THC, and its synthetic analogue
nabilone, no other drug has emerged from this research. On the
other hand, the difficulty inherent to the biological profile of these
compounds should also be taken into consideration, since, compared to other neuroactive compounds, cannabinoids are exceedingly pleiotropic in their activity, while their receptors are part of
complex neural webs whose manipulation is difficult to predict in
terms of in vivo effects. Although the debacle of the CB1 inverse
agonist rimonabant well exemplifies these difficulties, further investigations in this exciting field are strongly needed.

Staphylococcus
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